引言

作者给出了构造量子包络代数的Gröbner–Shirshov方法构造了几种量子包络代数和量子包络代数的Hall理论的一些基本概念和结果。要工具之一在本文中我们首先用

C₃

型量子包络代数的极小代数和相应类型的量子包络代数在

C₃

中

Gröbner–Shirshov方法证明

A = (aᵢⱼ) ∈ N × N, aᵢⱼ = 2 for i ≠ j

D = diag(d₁, ..., dₙ)
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设理函数域

我们有著名的遗传

代数

此集合与有限域

\[ \Lambda \]

和

\[ \text{dim} \]

\[ \Phi \]

是所有不可分解模的同构类的集合与
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其中

\( \text{Gröbner-Shirshov} \)

集合构成商代数

完备的

\( (\langle f \rangle) = 0 \mod (S; \omega) \)

\( (\langle f \rangle) \subset S \)

\( (\langle f \rangle) \subset S \cup T \cup S^- \cup U_1(A) \)

\( \xi_1 = 1 \xi_1 = 1 \xi_3 = 2 \)

\( U_0 \bigodot K^1 \bigodot K^2 \bigodot U \bigodot U^+ \)

\( U \bigodot U^0 \bigotimes U \bigotimes U^- \)

\( \eta_3 = \eta_1 - 1 \eta_2 - 1 \eta_3 = 2 \)

\( \eta_3 = \eta_1 - 1 \eta_2 - 1 \eta_3 = 2 \)
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用可分解模之间的类之间的拟交换关系得到以下公式

$$E_{1223} = \eta^{-1}(X_3), \quad E_3 = \eta^{-1}(X_3)$$

$$X = \{E, E_{12}, E_{123}, E_{1223}, E_{13}, E_{1232}, E_{23}, E_{232}, E_{32} \}$$

$$E_3 > E_{23} > E_{232} > E_2 > E_{12} > E_{13} > E_{123} > E_{1223} > E_{1232} > E_{232} > E_{23} > E_3.$$
义关系集

那么这个序诱导出由这些元素生成的单项式集上的

的类似于

例如如果
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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to establish some relations between the generalized Fibonacci and the Secant, Newton-Raphson and Halley transformations. This consequence popularize some previous results.
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Abstract

In this paper we prove that the set of all skew-commutator relations between the root vectors of quantized enveloping algebra of type $C_3$ is a minimal Gröbner-Shirshov basis.
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